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a b s t r a c t

Previousneuroimaging researchhas established that the left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) is involved in
long-termmemory (LTM) encoding for individual items. Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) is implicated less
frequently, and one theory that has gained support to explain this discrepancy is that DLPFC is involved in
forming item-itemrelational butnot itemLTM.Given that neuroimaging results are correlational, complimentary
methods such as repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) have been used to test causal hypotheses
generated from imagingdata.Most TMSstudies of LTMencodinghave found thatdisruptionof lateral PFCactivity
impairs subsequent memory. However these studies have lacked methods to precisely localize and directly
compare TMS effects from frontal subregions implicated by the neuroimaging literature. Here, we target specific
subregions of lateral PFC with TMS to test the prediction from the item/relational framework that temporary
disruption of VLPFC during encoding will impair subsequent memory whereas TMS to DLPFC during item
encoding will not. Frontal TMS was administered prior to a LTM encoding task in which participants were
presentedwith a list of individual nouns and asked to judgewhether each nounwas concrete or abstract. After a
40 min delay period, item recognition memory was tested. Results indicate that VLPFC and DLPFC TMS have
differential effects on subsequent item memory. VLPFC TMS reliably disrupted subsequent item memory
whereas DLPFC TMS led to numerical enhancement in item memory, relative to TMS to a control region.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A wealth of neuropsychological and neuroimaging data suggest
that prefrontal cortex (PFC) implements control processes that are
critical to long-term memory (LTM) function (Shimamura, 1995;
and Blumenfeld & Ranganath, 2007 for review). Most neuroima-
ging studies examining LTM encoding find that ventrolateral
regions of PFC (VLPFC) demonstrate enhanced activity during
subsequently remembered compared to forgotten trials (for
reviews see: Paller & Wagner, 2002; Blumenfeld & Ranganath,
2007). However, activity in more dorsolateral regions of PFC
(DLPFC) rarely predicts subsequent LTM, and in some studies
DLPFC activity was enhanced during subsequently forgotten com-
pared to remembered trials (Blumenfeld & Ranganath, 2006;
Staresina & Davachi, 2006; Summerfield et al., 2006; Murray &
Ranganath, 2007; Jenkins & Ranganath, 2010; Blumenfeld, Parks,
Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2011 see Fig. 1).

Blumenfeld and Ranganath (2006, 2007) hypothesized that this
pattern of findings can be explained by the fact that most encoding
studies examine subsequent memory for item information, and

specific DLPFC regions are critically involved in LTM encoding of
inter-item relational information and not item information.
In contrast, specific regions of VLPFC are hypothesized to contribute
to encoding of item information. This hypothesis has received
support from several neuroimaging studies (e.g. Blumenfeld &
Ranganath, 2006; Staresina & Davachi, 2006; Summerfield et al.,
2006; Murray & Ranganath, 2007; Blumenfeld et al., 2011).

Given that neuroimaging results, such as the subsequent
memory effect, are correlational, complimentary methods are
needed to establish causal links between functional brain activa-
tion and behavior. Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS), a non-invasive technique that temporarily alters neural
excitability over a focal cortical region, offers neuroscientists such
a method. There is a growing literature using TMS to probe the
causal role of PFC in LTM encoding where frontal cortex function is
disrupted prior to encoding and the effect on subsequent LTM
performance is assessed (Floel & Cohen, 2007 for review). Themajority
of these studies do indeed find that TMS disrupts subsequent memory.
However most previous studies did not use stereotaxic methods that
can precisely and reliably target specific frontal subregions, and no
study, to the best of our knowledge, has directly compared TMS effects
between PFC regions within the same hemisphere. Thus, it is unclear
from this literature whether different PFC regions support different
LTM encoding functions. Here, we targeted dorsal and ventral
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subregions of lateral PFC with TMS to test a prediction of the item/
relational framework (Blumenfeld & Ranganath, 2007). Specifically, we
hypothesize that VLPFC TMS ("BA 45: Petrides & Pandya, 1994) will
impair item encoding whereas DLPFC TMS ("BA 9/46 or 46: Petrides
& Pandya, 1994) will not. TMS was applied before LTM encoding and a
subsequent memory paradigm was used that required deep encoding
of single items, but placed minimal demands on encoding relations
amongst items (Wagner et al., 1998).

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Twenty nine participants were enrolled (14 female, mean age 33.573.7). Data
from one participant was excluded for not complying with instructions and data
from two participants were excluded because their memory performance could not
be estimated due to ceiling performance (0 false-alarms). Participants gave
informed consent and were paid for their participation.

2.2. Study design

A mixed design was used. Participants were randomly assigned to 1 of 2 groups.
Both groups participated in 2 TMS sessions on two separate days. Participants in
the VLPFC group received TMS stimulation to VLPFC in one session, and in a
separate control session, they received TMS to vertex. Participants in the DLPFC
group received TMS to DLPFC in one session and received TMS to vertex in a
separate control session. The order of stimulation session (PFC site vs. vertex) was
counterbalanced between groups. Age, years of education and gender was matched
between groups.

2.3. Materials

Stimuli consisted of a list of concrete (200 and mean concreteness 585.4) and
abstract nouns (200 and mean concreteness 319) taken from the MRC Psycholin-
guistic database (Coltheart, 1981). From this master list, two smaller lists of 200
words (100 concrete, 100 abstract words) were constructed. These two lists
contained different words and were used on separate sessions per participant.
Within these session lists, 100 words (50 concrete, 50 abstract) served as the study
list during encoding and 100 (50 concrete, 50 abstract) words served as novel foils
during item recognition. The assignments to the study and foil lists were counter-
balanced between participant and mean concreteness, frequency, imageability and
number of phonemes was matched between all lists. In addition, we categorized
each item according to semantic category and distributed the items equally across
studied and foil lists. The assignment to session was counterbalanced.

2.4. Behavioral procedures

2.4.1. Item encoding task
During study, items were presented individually for 1 s. Participants were

instructed to read the word and decide whether it was concrete or abstract.
Participants were told that concrete nouns can be visualized as a whole. Partici-
pants were told that abstract nouns do not refer to the whole of an entity and
cannot easily be visualized on their own. After initial presentation, a probe was
additionally presented for 0.5 s at the bottom of the screen containing words:
“concrete or abstract”. Participants were instructed to make a response at the probe
but not before. This was to ensure that participants spent equal time encoding each
item. There was a 1 s inter-trial interval. Participants received instructions and a
brief training run before TMS administration.

2.4.2. Item recognition
Nouns were presented individually in the center of the computer screen. Under

the noun, the numbers 1 through 6 appeared. Participants were instructed to rate
their confidence using a 1–6 scale about whether each word was studied or novel.
Participants were told that “1” represented high confidence that the item is a novel
foil and “6” indicates high confidence that the item was studied. Participants were
further instructed to use the entire scale of responses. At the beginning of each
session, participants received a brief training on the recognition test after the
encoding training. They were told explicitly that their item recognition memory
will be tested, but they should focus only on performing the task and not perform
any additional mnemonic.

2.5. Definition of stimulation sites in standard space

The VLPFC stimulation site was based on standardized coordinates published
by Wagner et al. (1998). This study used a nearly identical behavioral task in an
fMRI encoding paradigm and found that activity in a VLPFC region (centered on
#51, 25, 12 in MNI space (Montreal Neurologic Institute, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada)) was enhanced for subsequently recognized item encoding trials com-
pared to item encoding trials that were subsequently forgotten. We used a similar
coordinate that was situated more clearly on the cortical surface of pars triangularis
(#53, 28, 12). This location was a more reliable landmark for stereotaxy. The
coordinate for the DLPFC stimulation site was based on a local maximum in a fMRI
study by Blumenfeld et al. (2011). This study found that a region of DLPFC (#44, 35,
26) correlated with subsequent LTM for inter-item relational information but not
detailed item information. The present study used a similar coordinate (#43, 35,
30). It should be noted that although the VLPFC and DLPFC stimulation sites are on
adjoining gyri, care was taken to ensure that the coordinates chosen were at least
20 mm apart in every direction. Although there is no consensus on the minimum
distance needed between sites to prevent stimulation overlap, it has been shown
that motor-evoked potentials are not induced in motor areas situated more than
10 mm away from the center of coil during stimulation (Brasil-Neto, McShane, Fuhr,
Hallett, & Cohen, 1992). We therefore considered 10 mm the minimum distance
between stimulation sites and ensured that the sites chosen exceeded 10 mm. It
should be further noted that the two stimulation sites were at similar rostro-caudal
positions. A 10 mm spherical masks were constructed at the VLPFC and DLPFC
stimulation sites (see Fig. 1) in MNI-space.

2.6. Procedure for defining stimulation site for each subject

The standard-space DLPFC and VLPFC masks were reversed normalized into
individual subject space for each participant using their high-resolution structural
image. The DLFC and VLPFC subject-space masks for each subject were visually
reviewed to ensure that there was no overlap between them. Depending on group
assignment, either the subject-space DLPFC or VLPFC mask was selected as the
stimulation site and this mask overlaid on top of the structural image was used for
frameless stereotaxy.

Imaging studies of LTM encoding

approx. F3 location 
(not stimulated)

TMS stimulation sites

Blumenfeld and Ranganath (2007)
adapted from

DLPFC site

VLPFC site

Fig. 1. Top: Plot of the local maxima implicated in the fMRI LTM encoding
literature. Shown in green are regions implicated in successful subsequent memory.
In red are maxima implicated in subsequent forgetting. Bottom: Shown in blue are
the DLPFC and VLPFC TMS locations in standardized space. The yellow sphere
depicts the approximate stimulation location when F3 electrode is used for TMS
localization. Notice that this region is far caudal and dorsal to the DLPFC implicated
in the fMRI literature as well as the region stimulated in this study. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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2.7. Theta-burst TMS protocol

We used a recently developed TMS protocol, theta-burst stimulation (Huang,
Edwards, Rounis, Bhatia, & Rothwell, 2005), to cause transient reductions in cortical
excitability. Compared to other repetitive methods, such as 1 Hz TMS, theta-burst
stimulation requires a relatively brief stimulation period and yields a longer and
less variable (Gangitano et al., 2002) period of reduced cortical excitability. This
method is ideal for lateral frontal stimulation as longer stimulations are not
tolerated by some participants due to uncomfortable concomitant stimulation of
facial muscles. In this method, 50 Hz trains of three TMS pulses are repeated every
200 ms continuously over a period of seconds at 80% of active motor threshold
(AMT). In the current study, we used a theta-burst stimulation protocol of 30 s (450
pulses) which likely produces reductions lasting 30 to 40 min (Huang et al., 2005).
TMS was applied using a hand-held figure-eight coil with an outer winding
diameter of 70 mm (Magstim Co., Whitland, Dyfed, UK). All pulses were delivered
using a Magstim rapid stimulator connected to 4 booster modules that produce
biphasic pulses.

2.8. TMS procedure

After training on the behavioral tasks, the active motor threshold (AMT) was
determined for each participant based on the procedure described in Rossini et al.
(1994). A stimulation intensity of 80% AMT was used for TMS.

Next, we used Brainsight (Rogue Research, Montreal, Canada), a computerized
frameless sterotaxy system to localize stimulation targets. Head locations are
related in real time to the participant's previously acquired structural MRI data
after the data are co-registered to a set of anatomical locations. Reflective markers
are attached to the coil and the participant, so that relative positions of the coil to
the head (and the MRI) can be tracked, allowing precise positioning of the coil with
respect to previously chosen MRI locations.

After the stimulation site was stereotaxically localized, TMS was administered
for 30 s and then the LTM encoding task was administered, lasting 10 min. Forty
minutes after the end of the encoding session (50 min after TMS), item recognition
was administered. This delay ensured that TMS effects had subsided before LTM
testing.

2.9. Statistical analyses

The main behavioral effects of TMS were evaluated for subsequent item
recognition memory by computing d′ across all confidence judgments. The TMS
effects were also evaluated for reaction time (RT) and accuracy (% correct) during
the concrete/abstract encoding task. d′ Values, encoding task % correct and
encoding task RT were entered into separate mixed effects ANOVAs. In these
ANOVAs, site of PFC stimulation (VLPFC vs. DLPFC) served as the between group
factor and TMS session (vertex vs. PFC) was a within subject factor. The number of
days between TMS sessions served as a co-variate of no-interest.

Very few (3 out of 29) participants had a sufficient number (410) of high
confidence false alarm responses to allow for reliable estimation of memory
measures, such as da, that control for differences in confidence level or bias. These
measures, based Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROCs), become unstable with
low trial numbers in the extreme bins (i.e. “1” and “6”) and are therefore ill-advised
in such cases (Yonelinas & Parks, 2007).

3. Results

3.1. Encoding task

Participants were highly accurate in making concrete/abstract
decisions on all sessions. VLPFC TMS led to a small decrease in
accuracy and increase in reaction times (RT) compared to vertex
TMS (mean VLPFC session accuracy¼91.8%71.2, mean vertex
accuracy¼93.5%71.6; mean VLPFC session RT¼444 ms730,
mean vertex RT¼495 ms762). DLPFC TMS led to a small increase
in accuracy and slowing of RT compared to vertex TMS (mean
DLPFC session accuracy¼92%72.0, mean vertex accuracy¼88.6%
71.5; mean DLPFC session RT¼503 ms733, mean vertex
RT¼452 ms732. Accuracy and RT were submitted into separate
2%2 mixed factorial ANOVAs. For accuracy, no main effects were
found (Group: F(1,22)¼1.513, p40.05, Session: F(1,22)¼0.500,
p40.05). There was a trend toward a significant Group (VLPFC
or DLPFC) by TMS session (PFC vs. vertex stimulation) interaction
(F(1,22)¼3.99, p¼0.058). Planned t-tests revealed a trend toward
a significant accuracy reduction following VLPFC vs. vertex TMS

(t(12)¼2.004, p¼0.068 ). No significant differences were found
between DLPFC and vertex TMS conditions (t(11)¼1.57 p¼0.14).
For RTs, no significant main effects nor interaction was found
(group: F(1,22)¼1.513, session: F(1,22)¼0.003, group% session
interaction¼F(1,22)¼2.054, all p’s40.05).

3.2. Subsequent item recognition memory

Mean d′ estimates on the subsequent item recognition task is
shown in Fig. 2. VLPFC TMS disrupted subsequent item memory
performance compared to vertex TMS (mean VLPFC session d′¼
1.9170.17, mean vertex session d′¼2.1570.15). 10/13 participants
in this group exhibited this reduction (VLPFC—vertex individual
difference scores are plotted in the top panel of Fig. 3). In contrast,
DLPFC TMS caused a numerical enhancement of subsequent item
memory performance compared to vertex TMS (mean DLPFC
session d′¼2.0570.17, mean vertex session d′¼1.8670.18). 8/12
participants in this group exhibited this enhancement (DLPFC—
vertex individual difference scores are plotted in bottom panel of
Fig. 3). d′ Estimates (i.e. raw scores) were entered into a 2%2
mixed factorial ANOVA with PFC group as the between group
factor and TMS session as the within group factor. No main effects
were found (group: F(1,22)¼0.075, p40.05; session: F(1,22)¼
0.57, p40.05). A significant group% session interaction (F(1,22)¼
10.58, po0.005) was found indicating that the PFC TMS effect
compared to vertex was different between the two different
frontal sites. Planned t-tests comparing PFC site d′—vertex d′
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Fig. 2. Mean subsequent LTM performance. Top: mean raw d′ values computed for
DLPFC, VLPFC and their respective vertex sessions. The mixed effects ANOVA
revealed a significant PFC group% session interaction indicating that the difference
between PFC TMS and vertex differed as a function of which PFC site was
stimulated (VLPFC or DLPFC). Planned t-tests comparing PFC site d′—vertex d′
revealed a significant reduction in d′ following VLPFC TMS compared to vertex TMS,
however DLPFC TMS d′ did not reliably differ from vertex TMS d′. Bottom:
difference in DLPFC – vertex and VLPFC – vertex performance. These difference
scores illustrate that VLPFC TMS led to a disruption in the majority of participants
in this group, yet DLPFC TMS in fact led to an enhancement in the majority of
participants.
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revealed a significant reduction in d′ following VLPFC TMS com-
pared to vertex TMS (t(12)¼3.20, po0.01). DLPFC TMS d′ did not
reliably differ from vertex TMS d′ (t(11)¼1.67, p40.05).

To further examine the effect of VLPFC TMS, we analyzed the
TMS-vertex difference score separately for subsequent hits and
false alarms. We found that TMS to VLPFC significantly increased
false alarm rate (mean % false alarm difference¼4.92%; t(12)¼
2.39, po0.05) but not hit rate (mean % hit rate difference¼0.39%;
t(12)¼0.18, p40.05). Similar analyses for DLPFC TMS did not
produce significant differences for hit rate (mean % hit rate
difference¼0.030, t(10)¼1.45, p¼ .18) nor false-alarm rate (mean
% false alarm difference¼#0.029, t(10)¼1.47, p¼0.27).

4. Discussion

In this study, we compared the effects of TMS to specific
regions of lateral PFC on LTM encoding implicated by functional
neuroimaging studies. We show that TMS to a region of mid-VLPFC
("BA 45; pars triangularis) before LTM encoding disrupts subse-
quent memory for item information. Interestingly, VLPFC TMS
disproportionately led to an increase in subsequent false-alarms,
but did not affect item hit-rate. TMS to mid-DLPFC ("BA 9/46, 46;
middle frontal gyrus) did not reliably disrupt subsequent item
memory. As a whole, the dissociation that we observed demon-
strates that the encoding functions of PFC subregions can be
differentiated using TMS. Moreover, the specific pattern of results
that we obtained is consistent with the proposal that VLPFC,
through its role in selecting and/or retrieving goal-relevant item
information (Badre & Wagner, 2007), is critical for the goal-
directed encoding of detailed item information (Blumenfeld &
Ranganath, 2007).

TMS has been used in numerous studies to explore the causal
role of PFC in LTM encoding. These studies have evaluated a variety
of different relevant topics and predictions, mostly generated from
neuroimaging data. Results are varied, but across the literature it is
relatively clear that TMS to the left lateral frontal cortex before
LTM encoding impairs subsequent memory (e.g. Rossi et al., 2001,
2004, 2011; Sandrini, Cappa, Rossi, Rossini, & Miniussi, 2003; Kahn
et al., 2005; Turriziani et al., 2008; Gagnon, Blanchet, Grondin, &
Schneider, 2010; Innocenti et al., 2010, 2013; Machizawa, Kalla,
Walsh, & Otten, 2010; Manenti, Cotelli, & Miniussi, 2011). However,
the majority of these studies utilize scalp-based landmarks, based
on the EEG 10–20 system, to target TMS to the frontal lobe.
Although adequate for the hypotheses of these studies, scalp
landmarks cannot be used to reliably and precisely target specific
PFC regions. Moreover, even within the studies that used MRI-
based stereotaxic methods to precisely localize PFC regions, no
previous study has directly compared PFC TMS effects within
different PFC subregions within a hemisphere on subsequent
LTM. Thus it is less clear from the TMS literature what the causal
roles of different PFC subregions are in LTM encoding, and in
particular whether different regions along the dorso-ventral PFC
axis make different contributions as shown in imaging
(Blumenfeld & Ranganath, 2006; Murray & Ranganath, 2007;
Jenkins & Ranganath, 2010; Blumenfeld et al., 2011).

The present experiment was designed to address this limita-
tion. We used MRI-based stereotaxic localization to target specific
regions of VLPFC and DLPFC implicated in the cognitive control
and LTM encoding literature. We stimulated these regions in
separate participant groups prior to the performance of an LTM
encoding task that emphasized the selection of specific item but
not relational information. Our results show the encoding func-
tions of left VLPFC and DLPFC can be differentiated.

In particular, we found that TMS to a mid-VLPFC region (pars
triangularis or BA 45), prior to encoding disrupted subsequent LTM
item memory. This disruption was evident in the performance in a
large majority of participants and was specific to the false-alarm
rate. That is VLPFC TMS increased subsequent item false-alarms,
but did not reliably affect hit-rate. These results are best under-
stood from the framework that VLPFC supports item LTM encoding
through its role in cognitive control.

During cognitive control tasks, pars triangularis has been
linked to retrieval and/or selection processes that direct attention
toward goal-relevant item information and inhibit the influence of
irrelevant information on behavior (Thompson-Schill, D’Esposito,
Aguirre, & Farah, 1997; Jonides & Nee, 2006; Badre & Wagner,
2007). For instance, activation in pars triangularis is enhanced
when participants must select amongst two highly competing
responses to perform a task goal (Badre, Poldrack, Pare-Blagoev,
Insler, & Wagner 2005; Badre & Wagner, 2007) and also when
successfully resolving interference from noisy mnemonic item
representations (Thompson-Schill et al., 1997; D’Esposito, Postle,
Jonides, & Smith, 1999; Nelson, Reuter-Lorenz, Sylvester, Jonides, &
Smith, 2003; Badre & Wagner, 2005; Jonides & Nee, 2006; Nee,
Jonides, & Berman, 2007) or distractions (Wais & Gazzaley, 2011).
This cognitive control selection process is essential for encoding
distinctive, item-specific information into LTM (e.g. encode “lion”
and not just “big cat” see: Hunt & Einstein, 1981) and given that
most fMRI encoding studies focus solely on item memory, it is
therefore not surprising that pars triangularis is the most fre-
quently implicated region in the fMRI encoding literature
(Blumenfeld & Ranganath, 2006; Spaniol et al., 2009; Kim, 2011).

In the present study, participants were required to encode
semantic information about each item. Importantly, as mentioned
in the Methods, our design ensured that items from the same
semantic category or items that had similar semantic features were
distributed equally across studied and foil lists. This manipulation
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Fig. 3. TMS effects for individual participants. Each plot depicts difference in d′
comparing PFC TMS versus vertex TMS. Negative values (disruption) are plotted
towards the left and positive values (enhancement) are plotted toward the right.
Top: majority of participants in VLPFC group show item LTM disruption with VLPFC
TMS. Bottom: majority of participants in DLPFC group show item LTM enhance-
ment with DLPFC TMS.
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increased similarity and interference amongst the items (Hunt &
Mcdaniel, 1993; Elfman, Parks, & Yonelinas, 2008; Parks, Murray,
Elfman, & Yonelinas, 2011) and in so doing taxed cognitive control
selection processes; participants needed to encode item-specific
information to avoid false alarming to related foils (e.g. reject
“tiger”). TMS to VLPFC specifically disrupted the ability to correctly
reject foil items. That is, participants were less able to select and
encode specific item details. These participants relied more on non-
specific or gist-based information during retrieval, and as a result,
they were more likely to false-alarm. Thus our study provides causal
evidence that VLPFC implements goal-directed selection processes
that subserve LTM for item-specific information.

Despite finding clear item LTM impairments with VLPFC TMS,
TMS to DLPFC did not impair subsequent LTM for item informa-
tion. Similarly, fMRI studies rarely implicate DLPFC in LTM encod-
ing, so one possible explanation is that DLPFC does not contribute
to LTM encoding. However, Blumenfeld and Ranganath (2007),
based on several fMRI studies that emphasize relational but not
item encoding (e.g. Blumenfeld & Ranganath, 2006; Staresina &
Davachi, 2006; Summerfield et al., 2006; Blumenfeld et al., 2011),
suggest the alternate hypothesis that DLPFC activity guides the
building of goal-relevant item-item relationships during cognitive
control and LTM encoding. For example, DLPFC activity has been
shown to be more active during cognitive control tasks that
require forming relationships amongst items held in mind and
that this activity predicts later subsequent LTM for item-item
relationships but not for item information encoded in a shallow
(Blumenfeld & Ranganath, 2006) or deep manner (Blumenfeld
et al., 2011). Given that we did not have a relational memory
condition, this study was not designed to test this DLPFC hypoth-
esis. Nonetheless, the fact that we did not see robust LTM encoding
effects in this area is supportive of the notion that DLPFC is not
necessary for LTM encoding of goal-relevant item information
(Blumenfeld & Ranganath, 2007). Future TMS studies using rela-
tional encoding designs are needed to directly test this possibility.

As mentioned above, few TMS studies have targeted specific
PFC regions implicated by the neuroimaging literature. Only
4 studies have targeted left VLPFC (out of 19 studies total). One
of these studies (Kahn et al., 2005) found no change in subsequent
LTM hit-rate, one found LTM hit-rate facilitation (Köhler, Paus,
Buckner, & Milner, 2004) and two found small but reliable
reductions in LTM hit-rate (Floel et al., 2004; Machizawa et al.,
2010). Although the results from these four studies are mixed, it is
important to note that Köhler et al., 2004, Kahn et al., 2005 and
Machizawa et al., 2010 measured TMS effects based solely on
differences in hit-rate. Therefore they could not detect TMS effects
on subsequent false-alarms nor could they estimate memory
discriminability or sensitivity (d′). Measurements of d′ directly
compare hit and false-alarm rates as a means of separating
mnemonic signal from sources of noise (Macmillan & Creelman,
1991). Given that, on a conceptual level, VLPFC is thought to be
critical for selecting relevant item information (i.e. signal) from
amongst interference, competition or distraction, the activity in
this region should in general relate most strongly to item d′.
Moreover, the fact that we found reliable effects in both d′ and
false alarms but not hit-rate, further highlight the need for future
to studies to use designs that allow for estimating d′.

One limitation in the present study is a lack of a no-stimulation
control or sham control condition. Although rarely used in the
extant TMS literature, this additional control session would allow
us to isolate the generalized effects of stimulation compared to
vertex stimulation and would provide a more neutral baseline
condition for the within PFC group comparisons.

Finally, we note that in the extant TMS literature many studies
use the location of the “F3” EEG electrode on the scalp to target
TMS to the frontal lobe and found impairments in subsequent LTM

(including for item information Rossi et al., 2001, 2004, 2011;
Gagnon et al., 2010, 2011; Innocenti et al., 2010). In these studies,
this site is often referred to as “DLPFC”, yet it has been shown that
although variable between subjects, F3 overlays a frontal region
roughly on the border of supplementary motor area (BA 8) and BA
9 (Herwig, Satrapi, & Schönfeldt-Lecuona, 2003 and see Fig. 1)
which is quite posterior and dorsomedial to not only the region of
middle frontal gyrus stimulated here and implicated in the fMRI
LTM encoding literature. It is also posterior and dorsomedial to
what is defined as DLPFC by neuroanatomists (e.g. Petrides &
Pandya, 1994). Thus it is quite likely that the region stimulated
here and the region stimulated in prior “F3” landmarked studies
are different. It was beyond our aims to investigate exactly why
TMS to the “F3” region ("supplementary motor cortex) can in
certain contexts disrupt subsequent LTM but this is an important
question for future study. One speculative possibility is that the
supplementary motor area carries out more low-level operations
that are equally necessary for both subsequently remembered and
forgotten encoding/cognitive control trials. Thus this area would
not show enhanced activity during remembered vs. forgotten
trials, but would be nonetheless critical for performance on the
task in general.
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